Announcements from PACE
Previous PACE Newsletters can be seen at pace.indiana.edu/newsletter_archive.shtml/
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
REGISTER FOR PACE-C 400, 1 CREDIT ISSUES FORUM
From the warm days of November, please enroll in the winter course: PACE-C 400 Issues Forum on Internet Privacy, Freedom and Security.

We have revised the one-credit PACE-C 400 Issues Forum so that students may take it up to three times (and have it count as a graded credit toward your degree). Please consider enrolling this year even if you have already attended the Forum. It is PACE’s largest community-building event thus far. We hope to have MORE participants than last year, with small group sizes of about 15 with at least two students in each group who are trained as co-facilitators. If you wish to attend without enrolling in the credit, that is also possible; we’ll ask for reservations in January.

OTHER PACE COURSES IN SPRING
You can see the entire list of classes offered in spring that count for PACE linked to our homepage at the top right: Spring 2012 courses for the PACE certificate http://pace.indiana.edu/forms/Spr2012%20PACE%20courses.pdf The descriptions of PACE courses follow the list.
Joelene is also consulting with students about their curriculum in order to fit in different priorities with the PACE certificate. Please call 856-1747 to reserve a time to meet.

PACE News
PSA NOVEMBER VOLUNTEER PROJECT
Wednesday, Nov. 30, 5:30-7 PM
Hoosier Hills Food Bank
The PACE Student Association is devoting November to the theme of hunger and homelessness. A volunteer project will take place at the Hoosier Hills Food Bank on Wednesday, Nov. 30, involving repacking food to help with the rush of the holidays. http://www.facebook.com/groups/PACEstudentassociation/

Noteworthy IUB Events
FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL INVOLVEMENT FAIR
Thursday, Nov. 10, 11 AM-3 PM
IMU Georgian Room

Featuring campus organizations involved in international/local volunteer efforts. Anyone interested in global health, volunteering, healthcare, international philanthropy and sustainable solutions should attend. An enriching opportunity to learn about how organizations contribute to sustainable solutions in world issues, and about how to become involved. dchauhan@indiana.edu
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL—A CONVERSATION ON GLOBAL HEALTH
Thurs. Nov. 10, 2011; 7:30 - 9:30 PM
IMU Frangipani Room
A panel discussion of global health issues featuring four experts with vast experience at all levels of the volunteer effort. Topics will range from the panelists’ work experiences to how to have a lasting impact through international volunteering to how we as students can get involved. It will also include a Q&A session. dchauhan@indiana.edu
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LOOSE NUKES: LESSONS FROM 20 YEARS OF THE NUNN-LUGAR COOPERATIVE THREAT REDUCTION PROGRAM
Symposium featuring Sen. Richard Lugar Friday, Nov. 11, 2:30-4:30 PM
SPEA room 167, Reception at Wells House Senator Lugar and then-Senator Sam Nunn authored the Nunn-Lugar Act in 1991 to provide U.S. funding and expertise to help safeguard and dismantle stockpiles of Soviet nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, related materials, and delivery systems. This symposium will look back on the successes of the Nunn-Lugar program and discuss ways to meet the new and evolving threats to America’s safety and security. ipaa@indiana.edu
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
“DOONESBURY IN TIME OF WAR”: LECTURE BY POLITICAL CARTOONIST GARRY TRUDEAU
Mon., Nov. 14, 7:30 PM, Alumni Hall, IMU
Pulitzer Prize-winning Doonesbury creator Garry Trudeau will speak as part of the IU College of Arts and Sciences’ Themedester 2011, “Making War, Making Peace.” A reception in the IMU Solarium will follow.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LARRY GIBSON: KEEPER OF THE MTNS. FOUND.
Wednesday, November 16, 7-8:30 PM
Frangipani Room, Indiana Memorial Union
Larry Gibson, a West Virginia native and founder of the Keeper of the Mountains Foundation, will talk about his experiences with mountaintop removal mining and coal-based economies, and effects on the ecology, health, and heritage of nearby communities. RSVP: coalfreeiu@gmail.com

Local Volunteer Opportunities
HOOSIER TO HOOSIER PLANNING MEETING
Thursday, November 10, 5:30 PM, Nick’s
Geared toward potential volunteers, steering committee members, and anyone who just wants to know more. H2H is a reuse program that aims to divert reusable items from landfills during student move-out and to prevent additional resource consumption by selling collected items to students and community members, raising funds for local charities and other organizations. H2H raised over $17,000 in 2011 to support local organizations. h2h@indiana.edu

Careers, Scholarships, Internships
CALLOUT MEETINGS: IU SPEA WASHINGTON D.C. CAREER EXPLORATION TRIP
Wed., Nov. 9 and Thursday, Nov. 10, 7-8 PM
PV (SPEA) 163
These sessions will cover the IU SPEA Washington D.C. Career Exploration Trip set to take place January 3-5, 2012. Attendance at one of the two callout meetings is required in order to register for the trip. This opportunity is open to all majors.

MyIUCareers JOB & INTERNSHIP POSTINGS
Don’t forget to check full-time, part-time, and internship postings on myIUCareers, part-time positions:
* International Fund for Agricultural Development, IFAD/NAFO Spring Internship, Job ID 14123
* Immigrants’ and Language Rights Center of Indiana, Intake Worker, Job ID 14062
Submit your resume and learn more about these & other positions through myIUCareers.

Other Opportunities
GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT SUMMIT
April 8-15, 2012—Apply by Nov. 15.
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL
The Global Engagement Summit is a weeklong training conference for students committed to global change. By providing tangible skills training and connecting driven students with innovative thought leaders, GES strives to empower students to make the change they wish to see in the world, and to produce responsible solutions to shared global problems. http://www.theges.org